


Assessing Blog Income

When you make changes on your website, it affects your income. So assessing the impact of changes 
can be tricky. Our job as Blog CEO's is to figure out what overall mix produces not only the greatest 
cash flow but also the greatest potential for long-term income. 

So let's start with a forest view of income and figure out how we're going to grow it. 

The absolute best, #1 way to track income gains and losses is a combination of dollar per visitor and 
dollar per subscriber. But that's not easy to track for a beginner. 

Knowing what a subscriber makes you compared to a non-subscriber is important for decision making. 

When you optimize something like Adsense, you make more money because when more people click 
more people leave your site. Well that has an impact on your product sales, your list building, your 
service sales and your repeat visitors. 

Determining the lifetime value of someone on your list gives you fantastic information to potential site 
buyers and helps you understand how much you can afford to spend on advertising to bring visitors to 
your site. 



SPONSORED POSTS

Sponsored post income requires a different kind of analysis. We want to know a few things to 
determine the true value of the art. 

1. How much do we make per thousand visitors?
2. How much do we make from the posts beyond the Sponsor Fee?
3. How much do we make per hour to put the post together?

In sponsored post world there is value to more traffic. With more traffic we can demand more money. 
So the question is how much are you making at each level of traffic?  If you were making $25/1,000 
visitors in the early days, are you still making that now?  Have you ramped up your asking price as 
your traffic has increased?  Have you considered talking to your Sponsors about a pricing structure that 
escalates as you're able to drive more eyeballs for them?

Then looking at your ad network data, are you making additional income from your posts?  Were you 
able to SEO them and thus they are also traffic drivers?

Finally, does it take you 24 hours to write a Sponsored Post? If you're making 2,400 that's $100/hour. 
How much per hour are you making?  If you were to be writing Sponsored Posts at that level every 
hour would you be making enough to serve your family?  $100/hour x 40 hours/week is $4,000 per 
week. 

Sponsored Post income is not scalable largely. There is only so many hours/day you can be working. 
What percentage of your day should be taken up with this time consuming revenue source?

NOTES:





Ad Network Income 

1. How much do we make per page?
2. How much do we make in each ad position?
3. How much do we make per visitor?
4. Which Ad Network brings us the most per site visitor?

Many people hire companies to manage their ads. . . which is great. But at which stage does it make 
sense to do this? The sacrifice you make with Ad Income is everything else. Additional page views, 
sign-ups, book sales. So we have to figure out the correct location of ads to preserve our other income 
sources first. . . then outsource management of those other places. 

Setting up your ad network dashboards correctly you'll be able to see how much money you're making 
per page on your site, per ad, per area.  Without knowing this kind of data we can't make ad decisions. 
Knowing this means we know what to tweet, what pages to drive traffic towards, etc. . . 

We also want to know how much money we make per visitor with ads. Tracking this as a base number 
will allow us to better assess our efforts moving people on site. If we make $.003/person now and we 
start driving traffic traffic to our highest paying pages we might be able to move the needle to 
something like $.007/person. 

NOTES:





Private Ad Income

1. How much do we make in each ad position?
2. How much do we make per ad click?
3. How much do we make compared to what we could have made with another source?

Private ads are fantastic because they represent a true partnership. Figuring out what we're charging per 
position takes a bit of work. We first need to know what me make with traditional ad networks in every 
position so we never underbid ourselves. And then it is helpful to know what we make with our affiliate 
offers. . All of this takes a bit of time and testing of course. 

Then it is helpful to know what we're making per click. Tracking the outgoing clicks on private ads will 
tell us how many in a month. Divide what you made by the clicks to determine your CPC. Is this 
reasonable? Is it worth testing new creative to try and increase the clicks?

NOTES:



Service Income

1. How much do we make per hour per job?
2. How much do we make per client over the client's lifetime (Passive vs Active)?
3. How much do we make per site visitor?
4. How much do we make per visitor to the Services landing pages?

Services are all over the map . . . but we do want to know the effectiveness of our website in driving 
these services. 
Beyond the obvious questions of what are we making per hour for these services, we also want to know 
the most effective way to sell the services.

NOTES:



Product Sales

1. How much do we make per overall site visitor?
2. How much do we make per landing page visitor?
3. How much do we make per person who buys the product?

Same question for every source of income. . . what does that translate to per site visitor period. Then 
we want to better understand conversion. So what's the difference between someone who's been to the 
landing page vs someone who hasn't? How much does driving traffic to the landing page increase 
income?  

And what does the person need to know before getting there?  For instance do your Facebook fans 
convert better because they know you? How well does organic traffic convert?  What is the funnel 
difference?

Then what do we make per buyer after the sale? Upsells? Affiliate offers? Future products?  What are 
these buyers really worth to us?

NOTES:



Affiliate Sales

1. How much do we make per site visitor?
2. How much do we make per landing page visitor?

The hardest thing about affiliate sales is giving them time to work. Some people create niche sites 
around a specific thing, like Hello Kitty Pacifiers, then drive traffic searching for that to the page. But 
bloggers for the most part have a different strategy. Affiliate marketing is part of the monetization. 

The questions are the same as above. . . where do the buyers come from?  What is the conversion rate? 
If we really do use and love this product then it is worth finding the very best place to sell it. Amazon 
isn't always the best place. And if we make very little, what do we sacrifice when we talk about it?

NOTES:



The 80/20

1. Where does 80% of our income come from?
2. What work can we eliminate to spend more time on the 80%
3. Of the 80%. . . which are the business builders? 

Where are you making your money?  The answer isn't that important. It's what you do with the answer 
is important. If you're a frugal blogger who's never made any money posting DVD deals. . . does it 
make sense to continue to do so?  What if 40% of your income came from photo deals?  Might you 
spend more time finding better and better ones? Might you use that to pitch Snapfish to do a proprietary 
deal?

Assess where your income comes from so you can assess where you should be spending your time. In 
doing this sometimes you have to discount that one random pin that caused a big spike in ad income. 
One-time things like that need to be cut out. 

The answer lies in the execution. :)

NOTES:



Comparative Income

1. Which source of income produces the most per site visitor?
2. Which sources are compatible (i.e. impression ads and product sales)
3. Which sources should we investigate replacing with another?
4. Which source of income is the highest per landing page visitor, but lowest because of low landing 
page visits?
5. Which sources, like services, trump all other sources?
6. If we eliminate a source, what does that do to overall income? (ie. . . no ads means fewer people 
click and leave the page) 

Take a look at all your site income. What is the most lucrative source per person? Per page?  What 
income in one place is causing a loss of income in another? Look at the income on paper. . .are there 
trends?  Does one source spike in May while another in July? 

NOTES:



Missing Income

1. Are you missing any of these income sources?
2. Is there a box subscription company you could be an affiliate for that would provide monthly 
income? Ticketmaster affiliates? Services that compliment your products?
3. Do you have our book “23 Things to sell to 25 Niches?”
4. Teespring?  

Assess all the ways your site could be providing income and list out the ones you wish you were doing. 
Some things people don't want to do (like public speaking and putting ads above their header). Of the 
remaining what are we working on in the next 3 months?

NOTES:



TODAY GOAL DATE

Ad Network Money

$/visitor ____________ _________________

Private Ad Money

$/click ____________ _________________

Sponsored Posts Money

$/thousand visitors _________________ _________________________
Average Fee Per Post _________________ _________________________

Affiliate Sales

TODAY $/visitor ____________ ________________________
Best performing
affiliate product  _________________ ________________________

Product Sales

$/sale______________ ____________ ________________________

$'s made after sale ________________ ________________________

Services Rendered

$/visitor _________________________ _________________________



Lifetime value of customer __________ _________________________
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